Applications and Infrastructure

Contacts and Coverage Area

Laura Dodd – Lead on Applications and Infrastructure
Dominique Whittaker – Azure + IoT
Mardi Brekke – Developer
Wouter Tordoor – Industry and Field Enablement
Cindy Lavoie – Hybrid Data
Peter Darling – EMEA
Susan Prakasam – APAC
Tris Clark – Analyst Relations

Business Applications/Data & AI

Contacts and Coverage Area

Dave Forstrom – Lead on AI, Data, Biz Apps and MR
Jenn Douglas – Business Applications
Dan Anderson – AI
Patrick O’Rourke – Data & AI
Adam Mott – Devices
Rose Tucker – Licensing
Viet Nguyen – Worldwide Services

Modern Workplace

Contacts and Coverage Area

Melissa Grant – Lead on Modern Workplace
Kendra Baker – Unified Comms & Workstream Collaboration
JP Szambelan – Windows
Brian McConaghy – Office, Info Security & Compliance
Kari Day – Enterprise Mobility & Security
Phuong Phillips – Content Management Systems and Collaboration